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Abstract—For many applications, a microservices architecture promises better performance and flexibility compared to a conventional monolithic architecture. In spite of the advantages of a microservices architecture, deploying microservices poses various challenges for service developers and providers alike. One of these challenges is the efficient placement of microservices on the cluster nodes. Improper allocation of microservices can quickly waste resource capacities and cause low system throughput. In the last few years, new technologies in orchestration frameworks, such as the possibility of multiple schedulers for pods in Kubernetes, have improved scheduling solutions of microservices but using these technologies needs to involve both the service developer and the service provider in the behavior analysis of workloads. Using memory and CPU requests specified in the service manifest, we propose a general microservices scheduling mechanism that can operate efficiently in private clusters or enterprise clouds. We model the scheduling problem as a complex variant of the knapsack problem and solve it using a multi-objective optimization approach. Our experiments show that the proposed mechanism is highly scalable and simultaneously increases utilization of both memory and CPU, which in turn leads to better throughput when compared to the state-of-the-art.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Early monolithic cloud applications, with a rapid growth rate, are being replaced by microservice-based applications [1]. Nowadays, almost all cloud providers offer various microservice deployment services, as part of their fundamental services.

Microservices architecture is a progression of service-oriented architecture. In this approach, an application is decomposed as a collection of loosely coupled services, which interact over remote interfaces [2]. Microservices are tightly dependent on elasticity feature of cloud computing. Microservices architecture facilitates autoscaling of applications and considerably decreases cost of outsourcing of services to public commercial clouds. This is particularly important for IoT applications on the edge, as discussed in [3].

Ever-increasing number of microservices and critical need of realtime execution of these services highlights the problem of microservices scheduling for both cloud providers and service developers [4]. Using microservice calls, in public clouds, the customers do not pay by an hourly-based, pay-as-you-go pricing model but they pay only based on the number of service requests and duration of running services [5]. Therefore if a service provider can not perfectly utilize its available resources and provide the best possible response time to the service calls, all service customer, consumer and provider would be negatively impacted.

It is quite common to specify memory and CPU requests, in the service manifest 1, in most microservice deployment frameworks, such as Kubernetes [6]. The ratio between requested memory and CPU, in various services, could be completely uncorrelated. Then unilateral attempt to utilize a single resource (memory or CPU) could cause wasting the other resource of the cluster nodes. Moreover, we should notice that for deployment of microservices, resources of individual nodes can not be aggregated as integrated resources of cluster. Consequently, resource requirements of services and resource utilization of nodes should not be considered independently and we need to consider the impact of each component on the whole system.

In this paper, using memory and CPU requests specified for service deployment, we propose a novel scheduling mechanism that balances memory and CPU utilization of nodes and increases the utilization of the whole cluster, which in turn leads to better throughput. Our approach is simple, fast and very well scalable. The proposed mechanism is a general approach that can be used by developers for orchestrating their containers-based microservices (for instance, using Amazon Elastic Container Service) or can be used by enterprise cloud providers for orchestration of serverless microservices (for instance, AWS Lambda). Moreover, our approach is not bounded only to memory and CPU and could be applied for other resources (e.g. GPU), if the orchestrator supports request and limit specification for those resources in the service manifest.

In our problem, we focus on two critical objectives: utilization and throughput of cluster. We transform this problem, to sequence of a complex variant of the knapsack problem [7] and solve it using a multi-objective optimization approach. Considering the usual short lifetime and large

1https://kubernetes.io/docs/tasks/configure-pod-container/
scale of microservices in enterprise public clouds, low latency is a critical need of such scheduling mechanism, which has been carefully considered in our approach.

Our contribution in this paper is multifold. First, we proposed a general knapsack problem model that can be extended for various resource requests specified in the service manifest. Second, we considered simultaneous utilization of memory and CPU separately for each node and cumulatively in the whole cluster. Third, we used least knowledge, in advance, to dynamically schedule microservices that makes our approach robust in dynamic production environments.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we review the related work and discuss how our approach is different. We model the problem formally in Section III. In Section IV, we propose a novel scheduling mechanism that is evaluated in Section V. Finally, we conclude the paper in Section VI.

II. RELATED WORK

Scheduling of cloud resources in low level services, such as IaaS, has been extensively studied, in the last decade, e.g. [8] but less efforts have been devoted to high level services, such as microservice deployment. Although, almost the main goal of providers, in all schedulers, is to provide the best user experience according to the service level agreement (SLA) but resource utilization is always the objective of high priority for most providers. Scheduling mechanisms for different services confront with different challenges. In IaaS, the providers aim to allocate virtual machines to physical hosts while in microservice deployment, the providers need to allocate software services to virtual/physical nodes.

There are several popular frameworks for service orchestration, such as Docker Swarm ², Mesos ³ and Rancher ⁴ and also there are cloud-specific technologies like Amazon elastic container service (ECS) ⁵ and Oracle application container cloud service ⁶ but Kubenerets is the so-called standard orchestration framework. Kubernetes is governed by cloud native computing foundation (CNCF) since 2015 and many of available frameworks have been produced based on that.

Microservices scheduling in orchestration frameworks directly impacts on the utilization of resources [9]. Improper scheduling mechanisms of orchestration frameworks can waste the resources quickly. On the other side, we could not spend long time to find the optimal solutions for short-life services. Subsequently, scheduling latency is a vital factor in such schedulers and scheduling overhead can not be simply neglected. In the rest of this section, we study some of valuable researches in domain of microservices scheduling.

²https://docs.docker.com/engine/swarm/
³http://mesos.apache.org/
⁴https://rancher.com/
⁵https://aws.amazon.com/ecs/

A multi-objective scheduling approach in a cloud federation, proposed by [10], schedules microservices based on multiple user objectives, such as latency and cost. The final goal is to reduce the end-to-end latency and data communication between services of dependent service chains.

There are several network-aware scheduling approaches in related work, such as [11] and [3]. Network-aware approaches are particularly useful for running IoT services on the edge. In such environments, the services and resources are extensively distributed and considering the network topology in scheduling decision can prepare large potential for performance improvement of the system.

The authors of [12] propose a mathematical scheduling model and multiple classical approaches for scheduling of microservices in cloud-edge environments. The main focus of this work is using less general devices for running microservices.

A meta-scheduler has been proposed in [13] to fairly schedule the workloads of different users. In this approach, the scheduler calculates the overall resource demands and current resource consumption of each user and then considering the balance in resource consumption of users makes the final decision.

In [14], using an approximate Markov Decision Process, the authors propose an energy efficient scheduling by temporarily deactivating optional components of microservices. They mainly focus on overloaded datacenters and compares their solution with VM consolidation approach.

To the best of our knowledge, the microservices scheduling mechanisms usually consider single dimensional nodes. In other words, they mostly do not consider separate resources (e.g. memory and CPU) of nodes, individually in the scheduling decision. We believe that such scheduling approaches could waste the resources and decrease utilization and throughput of the clusters. Compared to the related work, our dynamic approach schedules the microservices by simultaneously considering memory and CPU requirements of services and memory and CPU capacity of nodes.

III. SYSTEM MODEL

In this section, we formally define platform, workload, and problem models.

A. Platform Model

We assume a cloud provider dedicates the cluster \( N = \{n_1, \ldots, n_p\} \), as the set of \( p \) connected nodes for serving microservices deployment. Nodes could include baremetal, virtual machines or any hybrid of those. Each node \( n_j \in N \) is bounded by the capacity vector \( n_j = (MEM_j, CPU_j) \), which respectively defines the memory and CPU limitations of the node.
B. Workload Model

The cloud provider hosts microservice-based applications of different customers. Each application is a collection of microservices that are requested dynamically based on variant arrival distributions. The logics behind the service calls’ distributions are defined by the autoscaling policies of applications and therefore are out of the scope of this research.

The microservice instances/calls constitute a workload queue $S$ including $m$ microservices such that $S = \{s_1, \ldots, s_m\}$. Each microservice instance (or simply, service) $s_i \in S$ is characterized by its specification vector $s_i = (\text{mem}_{i}, \text{cpu}_{i})$. The tuple presents memory and CPU requests of the service, respectively. The runtime/lifetime of each service $s_i \in S$ on each node $n_j \in N$ is denoted by $\text{runtime}_i$.

Since there is no direct communication between services, each service has its own private datastore then the inter-service relations only define the microservices chains. Therefore, we do not need to model the inter-service communication of microservices in our workload model. In other words, whenever a service invokes another service, the invoked service is appended as a new entry to the end of the service queue $S$.

This workload model could generally cover a broad range of microservice-based applications hosted on cloud environments or private clusters, for instance typical web applications designed based on serverless microservices architecture.

C. Problem Model

Our research question is scheduling of the microservices instances in $S$ to the nodes presented by $N$. We denote this scheduling by the mapping function $\text{sched} : S \rightarrow N$. The cloud provider aims to maximize the throughput of the system, which is reflected by the number of completed services in a time interval $\Delta t$. The scheduler algorithm must be perfectly scalable and practically usable in large scale and enterprise cloud environments.

We formulate our scheduling problem as sequence of a complex variant of well-known knapsack problem. The knapsack problem is a combinatorial problem where a number of objects, each associated with a value and a weight, must be packed into a knapsack of specific capacity, such that the value of the objects within the knapsack is maximized [15].

Our scheduling problem is a multi knapsack problem, because there are $p$ nodes $n_j \in N$ that must be packed by microservices instances $s_i \in S$. As defined in the platform model, each node $n_j$ is bounded by two compute resources, namely memory limitation $\text{MEM}_j$ and CPU limitation $\text{CPU}_j$. Then each knapsack has a 2-dimensional capacity vector including memory and CPU capacities, which represents the maximum weight that the node can support. In other words, each knapsack must be packed by the services, with two weights: memory and CPU requests. For packing the knapsacks, we aim to maximize the profit or value of each allocation decision based on two objectives: the average memory utilization and the average CPU utilization of the cluster, in a time interval $\Delta t$, between the starting time of the system and the call time of the service. In the evaluation of our scheduler mechanism, in Section V, we will discuss that the proposed profit function reflects the throughput of the system, as requested. Consequently, we modeled the microservices scheduling problem in cloud as a "Bounded Multi-Dimensional Multi-Objective Multiple Knapsack Problem".

To formulate the capacity vector of each node, we need to distinctly model the utilization of memory and CPU. Utilization of these two compute resources in a time interval $\Delta t$ are calculated by the following equations.

$$mem_{\text{util}}(n_j, \Delta t) = \frac{\sum_{\{\forall x \in n_j\}} (\text{mem}_i \cdot \text{part}(\text{runtime}_i, \Delta t))}{\text{MEM}_j \cdot \Delta t}$$

(1)

$$cpu_{\text{util}}(n_j, \Delta t) = \frac{\sum_{\{\forall x \in n_j\}} (\text{cpu}_i \cdot \text{part}(\text{runtime}_i, \Delta t))}{\text{CPU}_j \cdot \Delta t}$$

(2)

In these equations, $\text{part}(\text{runtime}_i, \Delta t)$ returns the part of runtime of the service $s_i$ on the node $n_j$ that is placed inside $\Delta t$. To better understand of the concept, a sample schedule histogram is represented in Figure 1.

Using equations 1 and 2, we define the average utilization of cluster. Because of different resource capacity of nodes, for average utilization of the cluster, we need to calculate the weighted average memory and CPU utilization of cluster, as denoted in the equations 3 and 4. To calculate the resources utilization, we ignored the idle nodes of the cluster, which have no service running at that time. In Section V, we
discuss how this assumption improves the schedule results.

\[
\text{mem\_util}((\Delta t)) = \frac{\sum_{j=1}^{P} MEM_j \cdot \text{mem\_util}(n_j, \Delta t)}{\sum_{j=1}^{P} MEM_j}
\]  
(3)

\[
\text{cpu\_util}((\Delta t)) = \frac{\sum_{j=1}^{P} CPU_j \cdot \text{cpu\_util}(n_j, \Delta t)}{\sum_{j=1}^{P} CPU_j}
\]  
(4)

The execution time of the service \(s_i\) allocated to the node \(n_j\) is defined as the time difference between submission time of the service (call time) and its completion time. The following equation calculates this time by sum of scheduling latency, waiting time for the node and runtime of the service.

\[
\text{exec\_time}_j = \text{sched\_latency}_j + \text{wait\_time}_j + \text{runtime}_j
\]  
(5)

As discussed, the profit function for making each allocation decision is defined by a bi-objective vector, as follows. In Equation 6, \(\Delta t\) is the time interval between the starting time of the system and the call time of the service.

\[
\text{profit}(s_i, n_j) = (\text{mem\_util}(\Delta t), \text{cpu\_util}(\Delta t))
\]  
(6)

Finally, the problem of microservices scheduling in cloud is transferred to a sequence of bi-objective optimization problems, as follows:

\[
\forall s_i \in S \land \forall n_j \in N \text{ maximize } \text{profit}(s_i, n_j)
\]

subject to \(\forall t \land \forall n_j \in N \left\{ \begin{array}{l}
\sum_{\forall s_i \rightarrow n_j \text{ in } t} \text{mem}_i \leq MEM_j \\
\sum_{\forall s_i \rightarrow n_j \text{ in } t} \text{cpu}_i \leq CPU_j 
\end{array} \right. \}

The system model proposed in this section can be generalized and extended for other resources, such as local ephemeral storage of containers, accelerator resources, etc. provided that the orchestration framework supports the resource request specification in the service manifest.

IV. LEAST WASTE, FAST FIRST ALGORITHM

In Section III, we observed that our model is a complex variant of the knapsack problem. The knapsack problem is NP-complete problem, which has no exact solution in a polynomial time complexity [16]. Considering our extra constraints and objectives (see the subsection III-C), our problem is even more complex.

The scheduling of microservices in large scale is a time-critical problem that needs fast and efficient allocation decision. To solve the problem, we propose a greedy approach called Least Waste, Fast First (LWFF) in Algorithm 1.

First, for choosing the microservices from the service queue \(S\), we rely on first come first served (FCFS) approach. Since usually the service queue is a long queue including tons of microservices, FCFS policy does not load extra overhead to the scheduling latency. To select the most adequate node for allocating a service, three phases are followed: (1) filtering, (2) producing the Pareto set and (3) choosing the final solution.

In line 7 of the algorithm, the set \(\text{feasible\_nodes}\) is created that includes all nodes meeting the service requirements, such as affinity constraints (\(\text{feasible\_nodes} \subset N\)). In continue, the algorithm runs a fast multi-objective comparison based on the profit equation (see Equation 6), for all \(n_j \in \text{feasible\_nodes}\).

In lines 8–12, to allocate a service \(s_i\) to each node \(n_j \in \text{feasible\_nodes}\), we calculate the utilization of the whole cluster (see Equations 3 and 4), assuming the service is assigned to that node. We calculate the profit vector of each decision in line 10. When all profits are calculated for all possible schedule solutions, we remove the dominated solutions from the solution space (lines 13–20).

A schedule solution \(s_i \rightarrow n_x\) dominates another solution \(s_i \rightarrow n_y\) and is denoted by \(s_i \rightarrow n_x \succ s_i \rightarrow n_y\), if the profit vector of \(s_i \rightarrow n_x\) has lower utilization, in both memory and CPU. If a solution \(s_i \rightarrow n_x\) can not dominate another solution \(s_i \rightarrow n_y\) we show it by \(s_i \rightarrow n_x \not\succ s_i \rightarrow n_y\). As shown in Figure 2, the non-dominated solutions constitute a set called Pareto set.

In the next step, in lines 22–26, from the Pareto set (non-dominated solutions) generated in the previous step, we choose the solution that has the least execution time and finally, in line 27, the service is assigned to the chosen host.

V. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION

We compared our proposed scheduling with two popular microservices scheduling approaches and also discuss the quality of LWFF solutions by comparison with the Pareto solutions.
Algorithm 1: Least Waste, Fast First (LWFF).

| Input: | Set of microservices instances: S; Set of cluster nodes: N |
| Output: | Schedule decision: sched : S → N |

1 begin
2 start_time ← get_time() /* set the starting point */
3 while S ≠ ∅ do
4     s ← dequeue(S) /* dequeue the head of S */
5     current_time ← get_time() /* get the wall-clock time */
6     w ← memory and CPU utilization /* store the profit vectors */
7     feasible_nodes ← {n ∈ N | n meets s requirements}
8     /* filtering phase */
9     foreach n ∈ feasible_nodes do
10     sched(s,n) ← profit(s,n) ∈ profits /* append the profit of s → n to the profits list */
11     foreach profit(s,n) ∈ profits do
12         if s ≻ n do
13            profits.remove(profit(s,n)) /* remove dominated solutions */
14             break
15         end
16     end
17     / host ← s such that profit(s,n) = head(profits) /* initiate host with the node of first element in profits list */
18     foreach profit(s,n) ∈ profits do
19         / find the node with shortest execution time /*
20         if exec_time < exec_timehost then
21             host ← j
22         end
23     end
24     sched.append(s → nhost)
25 end

A. Experimental setup

To evaluate LWFF mechanism, we ran an extensive set of experiments, using an extension of the order management application available on GitHub. We developed LWFF algorithm as a web server and tested its scalability using JMeter. We used JMetal library to produce the Pareto set of schedule solutions by SPEA2, which is a well-known multi-objective evolutionary algorithms. Inspired by the instance types of AWS EC2, we generated different instance templates with various resource flavors, as shown in Table I.

To have a various combination of problem size, we ran the experiments in 9 different classes, as depicted in Table II. This helped us to study the behavior of our scheduler regarding variant number of service calls and cluster sizes.

B. Experimental results

In the first part of the experiments, we compared LWFF with the two common microservices scheduling mechanisms: Spread and Binpack. Spread strategy balances the cluster nodes by selecting the nodes with the least load and the goal of Binpack is to maximize the utilization of nodes. To have a more precise comparison, we implemented two variants of Spread and Binpack scheduling strategies. Spread_mem and Spread_cpu aim to balance memory and CPU utilization, respectively among all nodes of the cluster. Similarly, two variants of Binpack, namely Binpack_mem and Binpack_cpu target to fully utilize nodes considering memory and CPU capacities, independently.

Figure 3 compares the average utilization of memory and CPU in the cluster, while using Spread, Binpack and LWFF schedulers. To calculate the average of resource utilization, as discussed in subsection III-C, we have considered only active nodes (against the idle nodes), who host at least one microservice running. As shown in Figure 3a, utilization of Spread_cpu and Binpack_cpu are lower than the other algorithms, because both algorithms make the schedule decision based on CPU utilization and ignore memory utilization. The same trend can be viewed in Figure 3b for Binpack_mem and Spread_mem. Although Binpack_mem in Figure 3a and Binpack_cpu in Figure 3b provide the best memory and CPU utilization independently but considering both memory utilization and CPU utilization simultaneously, LWFF outperforms all competitors. We should notice that in low traffic scenarios (e.g. P12 and P13), the utilization of cluster is generally low for all scheduling strategies.

We measured the scheduling latency and its impact on the execution time of services, as depicted in Figure 4. Figure 4a shows the average latency to achieve the schedule solutions. We could observe that all competitors have lower scheduling latency than LWFF but in Figure 4b, we could

solutions achieved by the state-of-the-art in multi-objective optimization. As follows, we first explain the experimental setup and then we present and analyze the results.

Table I: Six node-templates used in the experiments.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>type name</th>
<th>memory (GB)</th>
<th>vCPU</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>t3.nano</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>t2.micro</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a1.medium</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c4.large</td>
<td>3.75</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c5n.large</td>
<td>5.25</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>m4.xlarge</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table II: Various problem sizes used in the experiments.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>services no. per seconds</th>
<th>nodes no.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>P11 P12 P13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10000</td>
<td>P21 P22 P23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100000</td>
<td>P31 P32 P33</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

8https://jmeter.apache.org/
9https://aws.amazon.com/ec2/instance-types/
Figure 3: The comparison of resource utilization of nodes. For better perception of schedule outcome, the utilization has depicted in separate charts for memory and CPU.

view that the services running by LWFF have considerably lower execution time. Considering the fact that execution time is sum of scheduling latency, waiting time and runtime, clarifies that the schedule solutions by LWFF have lower waiting time and runtime, which cover higher scheduling latency of LWFF.

In the next part of the experiments, we measured the throughput of the cluster. Considering the previous experiments, while LWFF provides better resource utilization and execution time, then we may implicitly conclude that the throughput of LWFF is better too. We analyzed this claim experimentally. In Figure 5, we depicted the average of throughput for active nodes per second. As shown in Figure 5, the throughput of LWFF is remarkably higher than the other algorithms. These results strengthen our previous results shown in Figure 4b. Higher throughput of LWFF solutions in Figure 5 and less execution time of services shown in Figure 4b confirm that the profit function, as defined in Equation 6, was a proper choice.

The next experiment represents how LWFF tends to fully utilize the cluster nodes. This is particularly important when we are using virtual clusters on public clouds, because lower number of active nodes means less need to launch new nodes and consequently less monetary cost. In a private in-house cluster this could also help to consolidate resources and consume less energy [19]. In Table III, both variants of Spread have no idle nodes because they tend to use all nodes to keep the load balance among the cluster. The main logic behind Binpack is decreasing the number of active nodes by fully utilize nodes singly. Then we may expect that the lowest number of idle nodes between Spread, Binpack and LWFF belongs to Binpack scheduling. But considering simultaneous memory and CPU utilization, LWFF outperforms both Binpack_mem and Binpack_cpu, dramatically.

In continue, we considered the coverage metric [20] to compare LWFF with SPEA2. The coverage of a set $A$ on a set $B$ indicates how many members of $B$ are dominated by the members of $A$. The precondition to approximate the Pareto set using SPEA2 in our problem is having static services in the service queue $S$. To mimic this condition and make SPEA2 comparable with LWFF in our dynamic environment, we assumed three time intervals $\Delta t = 10$, $\Delta t = 30$ and $\Delta t = 60$ such that the number of services have no change in these intervals. Moreover, we configured SPEA2 to generate 5 Pareto solutions. We assumed two objectives for the schedule solutions: schedule latency and throughput. We observed that no Pareto solution estimated by SPEA2 was able to dominate any of the solutions provided by LWFF. In other words, the coverage of SPEA2 on LWFF in all scenarios is zero. The main reason behind this is high time complexity of SPEA2 to approximate the Pareto set using SPEA2 in our dynamic environment, we assumed three time intervals $\Delta t = 10$, $\Delta t = 30$ and $\Delta t = 60$ such that the number of services have no change in these intervals. Moreover, we configured SPEA2 to generate 5 Pareto solutions. We assumed two objectives for the schedule solutions: schedule latency and throughput. We observed that no Pareto solution estimated by SPEA2 was able to dominate any of the solutions provided by LWFF. In other words, the coverage of SPEA2 on LWFF in all scenarios is zero. The main reason behind this is high time complexity of SPEA2 to approximate a Pareto set. Although in our experiments, we observed that some of the Pareto solutions estimated by SPEA2 have relatively lower runtime than the solutions provide by LWFF but considering the high schedule latency for approximating the Pareto set in addition to lack of supporting dynamic microservice environments make such Pareto set approximation approaches hardly acceptable in the problem of microservice scheduling. On the other side, as shown in Figure 6, the coverage of LWFF on SPEA2 is remarkably high and also the coverage is increasing by growing the problem size. Consequently, LWFF was able to provide high quality schedule solutions in a reasonable time latency.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, based on the knapsack problem, we proposed a general model for scheduling of microservices in
Figure 4: Scheduling latency and its impact on the execution time of services. Scheduling latency is an important factor to calculate the execution time of microservices, particularly for short life services. Nonetheless, there is no direct correlation between scheduling latency and execution time.

Table III: The number of idle nodes in the cluster. Whatever this number is higher, we have some unused nodes that can we turn them off or release them. This means saving money and energy. The data has have been measured in three time intervals with the length of 10, 30 and 60 seconds, starting from the begin of experiments.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>$\Delta t = 10s$</th>
<th>$\Delta t = 30s$</th>
<th>$\Delta t = 60s$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Spread_mem</td>
<td>0 0 0 0 0</td>
<td>0 0 0 0 0</td>
<td>0 0 0 0 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spread_cpu</td>
<td>0 0 0 0 0</td>
<td>0 0 0 0 0</td>
<td>0 0 0 0 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Binpack_mem</td>
<td>2 23 79 0 0</td>
<td>2 11 0 0 0</td>
<td>0 0 0 0 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Binpack_cpu</td>
<td>2 27 83 0 0</td>
<td>2 14 0 0 0</td>
<td>0 0 0 0 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LWFF</td>
<td>3 31 94 0 0</td>
<td>7 18 0 0 0</td>
<td>0 3 0 0 0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 5: The average of throughput of active nodes per second. To do a fair comparison we considered only active nodes and ignored idle nodes of the cluster.

the cloud. This model can be extended for various resource requests specified in the service manifest of an orchestration framework. We solved the problem using a multi-objective optimization approach. Measuring the throughput, we experimentally presented that our proposed scheduler outperforms Spread and Binpack scheduling mechanisms. Moreover, using the coverage metric, we showed that our proposed approach provides efficient solutions compared to the approximated Pareto set generated by SPEA2. As a next step, we intend to use our scheduling mechanism for autscaling of microservices in the cloud.
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Figure 6: The coverage of LWFF on SPEA2. The coverage is the percentage of schedule solutions of LWFF, dominating the solutions estimated by SPEA2. Notice that the coverage of SPEA2 on LWFF is zero, in all problem sizes.


